Characterization of mouse tumor cell beta-lipotropin.
Mouse tumor cell beta-lipotropin (beta LPH) and gamma-lipotropin (gamma LPH) were purified from mouse pituitary tumor cell culture medium by ion exchange chromatography and gel filtration. The mouse tumor cell beta LPH was identified by immunoprecipitation with several antisera to beta-endorphin, generation of opioid bioactivity upon brief treatment with trypsin, and its identity with the molecule previously shown to serve as an intermediate in the biosynthesis of beta-endorphin. Mouse tumor cell beta LPH (Mr = 8200 +/- 250) and gamma LPH (Mr = 4600 +/- 200) are significantly smaller than known mammalian beta LPH (Mr = 10,000) and gamma LPH (Mr = 6300) molecules. The beta-endorphin region of mouse tumor cell beta LPH has the same amino acid composition as ovine, bovine, and camel beta-endorphin, and species-specific differences are thus located in the gamma LPH region of the molecule. Mouse tumor cell beta LPH and gamma LPH lack a methionine residue at what had been considered to be a highly conserved site in their beta-melanotropin-like region. A species-specific radioimmunoassay for mouse tumor cell gamma LPH was developed. Rat pituitary beta LPH and gamma LPH were shown to be similar to the corresponding mouse tumor cell molecules in size and lack of methionine in their beta-melanotropin-like segment.